Conversation With God
Conversation with God shares spiritual insights and provides a clear

path for all people to experience a deeper relationship with God through
prayer. You can walk with the Father more intimately than ever before.
Among many Christians today, prayer is more assumed than
achieved; it is more preached than practiced.
Prayer is too often reserved for crises, rather than done in the sphere of everyday
life. Many churches today have been duped into believing that plans, programs,
organizations, personal skills, or charisma may be substituted for prayer. Not so!
There is no substitute for prayer!
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Conversation with God will help you to:
nn
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Know the voice of God through constant conversation
Participate with God in his love and work for humanity
Recognize God’s daily presence in your life and commune with him
Surrender your needs to God
Pray for the hurting, addicted, lonely, broken, hopeless, and lost

CONVERSATION WITH GOD RESOURCE KIT for Small Groups and 1-on-1 Discipleship
nn 8 copies of the book, Conversation With God
nn 6 sermons built on the book’s content

 These can be used as preaching outlines, small group leader
notes, or personal discipleship growth content
nn The Spirit-Empowered Faith set:

 A brochure explaining the Spirit-Empowered Faith content
 40 Outcomes of a Spirit-Empowered Disciple
 Self-Assessment tool to measure the 40 outcomes in your
own life and those in your small group
 Teaching notes on the Spirit-Empowered Faith that can be
used as sermon guides or leader notes

BULK RESOURCE PRICING
Retail Price: $12.99
Quantity: 25+ 		

$8.99/each

Quantity: 50+ 		

$7.99/each

Quantity: 100+

$6.99/each

*This special bulk pricing enables each
person to purchase their own copy of the
book from the church, group, or organizer to
help off-set the cost.

All resources can be found online at: relationshippress.com



THE ULTIMATE GOAL OF
OUR FAITH JOURNEY is
to relate to the person of
Jesus, because it is our
relational connection to
Jesus that will provide
Christ-likeness and
spiritual growth. This
relational perspective of
discipleship is required if
we hope to have a faith
that is marked by the
Spirit’s power.
A Spirit-empowered
faith is relational and
impossible to realize
apart from a special
work of the Spirit.

DISCIPLESHIP DIAGNOSIS . . . Effectiveness and Relevance
RULE 1: If the treatment is killing the patient, stop the treatment!
NEWSFLASH: Church, our discipleship treatment is killing the patient.
SPIRIT-EMPOWERED FAITH…
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Expresses itself in Great Commission Living
Empowered by Great Commandment Love
Begins with the end in mind: WE ARE CALLED TO MAKE DISCIPLES (Mt. 28:19,20)
Begins at the right place: LOVING GOD and LOVING OTHERS (Mt. 22:37–40)
Embraces a relational process of Christ-likeness: There are three sources of light we find in
scripture, Jesus, His Word, and His people. Discipleship occurs as we relate intimately with
each one.
nn Can be defined with observable outcomes using a biblical framework: The metrics for
measuring Spirit-empowered faith or the growth of a disciple comes from Scripture and are
organized/framed around four distinct dimensions of a disciple who serves. (Eph. 4:11,12)
nn 40 Spirit-Empowered Faith Outcomes have been identified and organized around:
Serving/loving—the Lord (Acts 13:2), the Word (Acts 6:4), People (Gal. 5:13), and His mission
(2 Cor. 5:18)

RESOURCE KITS INCLUDE:
Spirit-Empowered Discipleship
Global Task Force
Self Assessment of Discipleship Outcomes
Background: The Empowered 21 Global Task Force on discipleship is conducting feedback on age-stage
outcomes in four different dimensions of what a Spirit-Empowered Disciple looks like—their identity.
Critical to the development of these outcomes is the following guiding principle: “Spirit-empowered
discipleship outcomes must be relational and impossible to realize apart from a special work of the Spirit.”
Framework: 40 possible outcomes are included in this assessment, clustered around the following four
dimensions:
Four Dimensions of A Spirit-Empowered Disciple have been identified as one who: Loves the Lord, Loves
the Word, Loves People, and Loves His Mission.

Spirit-Empowered Discipleship
An Overview and Self-Assessment
A transforming journey for
all ages and stages of
spiritual development where
the Holy Spirit leads us
in a relational journey of:
Loving the Lord,

1. Instructions:
Prayerfully reflect on each of the 40 indicators and indicate (from 1 to 5) your sense of how “true” this is
of you; next, note any comments or questions that seem confusing or unclear about how this outcome is
stated, followed by any additional scripture references that come to mind that might support the
importance of this indicator.
2. At the conclusion of each section of ten outcomes, complete any reflections on the summary
question: “Other than these ten(10) outcomes—what might have been missed? Are there other
outcomes that are important?
3. Finally, consider “mapping” your 40 self-evaluation outcomes into the “Explore-Embrace-ExperienceExpress” process chart (see pages 18-19). Map your ten Love the Lord items using code L1-L10; map your
ten Love the Word items using the code W1-W10; map your ten Love People items using the code P1P10; map your ten Love His Mission items using the code M1-M10.
Use the following criteria in mapping:
Map any of your Self-Assessment Question 5 scores as Express.
Map any of your Self-Assessment Question 4 scores as Experience.
Map any of your Self-Assessment Question 3 scores as Embrace.
Map any of your Self-Assessment Question 1 or 2 scores as Explore.
Example of mapping 8 of the 40 indicators:

Living His Word,
Loving People,
Living His Mission

L6
P8
EXPLORE
Self-Assessment Question
#1 and #2 Scores

M3
L8
EMBRACE
Self-Assessment Question
#3 Scores

W6
M2
EXPERIENCE
Self-Assessment Question
#4 Scores

L3
P4
EXPRESS
Self-Assessment question
#5 Scores

When completed, you will have mapped (using pages 18-19) a total of all 40 outcomes—10 L’s, 10 W’s,
10 P’s, and 10 M’s.
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A 12-Part preaching/
teaching series:

Spirit-Empowered
Discipleship:

Introducing 40
discipleship
outcomes based
upon, Loving the
Lord, Living His Word,
Loving People, Living
His Mission.

An overview and
self-assessment
provides background
on the theological
foundations for
this model of faith
formation.

Additionally, the self-assessment resource:

 Provides you with an immediate
snapshot of your discipleship strengths
and growth areas
 Provides pastors a way to compile
assessments and focus preaching,
teaching and small groups on the most
needed discipleship growth areas within
the congregation
 Additional copies of the assessment
available at greatcommandment.net

Visit greatcommandment.net/spirit-empowered-faith to learn more

